Abstract. If N is a normal subgroup of the finite group G and ^ is an irreducible complex character of N that is invariant in G, then uV is extendióle to a character of G if (|C : N\, |Af|/«l)) = 1.
1. Introduction. The theorem mentioned in the abstract may be regarded as a dual version of the following extendibility result: If N < G and \p is an irreducible character of N invariant in G satisfying (\G : N\, o(detip)\p(l)) = 1 then \p is extendible to an irreducible character of G. Here o(det \p) denotes the order of the linear character det \p as an element in the group of linear characters of N (see Corollary 8.16 in [2] ). Furthermore, the extension x maY be chosen so that (| G : N\, o(det x)) = 1> and subject to this extra condition, x is unique. No assertion about uniqueness is made concerning the extendibility theorem in the abstract, however.
2. Some needed facts. [2] will be used as a general reference for character theory and Let x and (xn)' denote the Brauer characters of G and N associated with x and Xv-As x' contains (¡pasa constituent and <pN = ¡i, the restriction (x)n contains ¡i as a constituent. But (x)n ~ ÖOv) an<^ so Xn contains a constituent ipo such that \p'0 contains /i as a Brauer constituent. But then \p0 ^ b and hence ^0 = \p, since \p is the unique ordinary irreducible character in b. By Clifford's theorem, Xn = ^ f°T some integer e dividing \G : N\. Restricting this equation to/»-singular elements (using (pN = fi again) we have x = *V so e = d^. Since e divides |G : 7V|, e is a power of p. However,/» { dx<p = e so e is prime to/». Hence e = 1 and x extends \p, as desired.
